MUNICIPAL LEAF & YARD DEBRIS CAP TRANSFER FORM

Pursuant to RIGL § 23-19-3 (17), Rhode Island Resource Recovery Corporation (Resource Recovery) has established a program to facilitate the transfer of municipal leaf and yard (L&Y) debris cap amongst Rhode Island municipalities. L&Y cap transfers shall be effective for the fiscal year in which they are granted. L&Y caps shall reset each fiscal year to the statutorily calculated amount, nullifying any and all previous years’ L&Y cap transfer agreements. Unused portions of a transferred L&Y cap shall not be allowed to carry forward to subsequent fiscal years.

Please complete the Municipal Sections of this form, and transmit when completed to the Scalehouse and Customer Service Manager, via any method below:

Fax: 401-942-0239 OR Email: scalehouse@rirrc.org OR US Mail: 65 Shun Pike, Johnston, RI 02919

MUNICIPAL SECTION

Requestor:
The City/Town of _____________________________ requests a transfer of L&Y Debris Cap in the amount of ___________________________ tons from the City/Town of ____________________________.

Municipal Official’s Signature
Name Printed
Date

Owner/Approver:
The City/Town of _____________________________ approves the transfer of L&Y Debris Cap in the amount of ___________________________ tons to the City/Town of ____________________________.

Municipal Official’s Signature
Name Printed
Date

RIRRC Use Only

Date Cap Transferred: ____________________________

Scalehouse Signature: ____________________________

Last updated: 02/08/2017; visit www.rirrc.org for most up-to-date version.